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of Partial Di�erential Equations:
Frontiers in Applied Dynamical

Have you ever wondered how the world around us is governed by intricate

mathematical equations? From the flow of fluids, heat propagation, to electrical
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signals in our brain, the dynamics of partial differential equations play a crucial

role. In this article, we will delve into the fascinating world of dynamics of partial

differential equations, exploring the frontiers in applied dynamical research.

What are Partial Differential Equations?

Partial differential equations (PDEs) are mathematical equations that involve

functions of multiple variables and their partial derivatives. Unlike ordinary

differential equations, which involve functions of a single variable and their

derivatives, PDEs deal with functions of multiple variables. They are used to

describe various physical phenomena, such as fluid flow, heat transfer, and wave

propagation.
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The dynamics of PDEs refers to the study of how solutions to these equations

evolve and change over time. It involves analyzing the behavior of the solutions

and understanding the underlying mathematical principles that govern their

evolution. By studying the dynamics of PDEs, scientists and mathematicians can

gain insights into the fundamental properties of the physical systems they

represent.

One of the key challenges in studying the dynamics of PDEs is the nonlinearity of

these equations. Nonlinear PDEs can exhibit highly complex and chaotic

behavior, making them difficult to solve analytically. As a result, researchers often

rely on numerical methods and computer simulations to explore the dynamics of

these equations.

Frontiers in Applied Dynamical Research

The field of applied dynamical research is constantly evolving, with new

breakthroughs and discoveries being made every day. Here are some exciting

frontiers in the study of dynamics of partial differential equations:

1. Pattern Formation

Pattern formation is a phenomenon observed in many physical systems, where

complex spatial patterns emerge from simple initial conditions. PDEs play a

crucial role in understanding and predicting pattern formation. By studying the

dynamics of PDEs, researchers can uncover the underlying mechanisms that give

rise to intricate patterns, such as the spiral patterns in chemical reactions or the

hexagonal patterns in convection phenomena.

2. Wave Propagation

Wave propagation is another fascinating aspect of the dynamics of PDEs. Waves,

such as electromagnetic waves, sound waves, and water waves, can be



described using PDEs. Understanding how these waves propagate and interact

with their surroundings is essential in various fields, including acoustics, optics,

and fluid dynamics. By studying the dynamics of PDEs governing wave

propagation, scientists can develop better models and predict the behavior of

waves in different scenarios.

3. Mathematical Biology

The dynamics of PDEs also find applications in the field of mathematical biology.

Many biological processes, such as the spread of diseases, cell migration, and

tissue formation, can be modeled using PDEs. By studying the dynamics of these

equations, researchers can gain insights into the behavior of biological systems

and make predictions about their future evolution. This knowledge has important

implications for the development of effective disease control strategies, tissue

engineering, and drug design.

The dynamics of partial differential equations hold immense significance in our

understanding of the physical world. From pattern formation to wave propagation

and mathematical biology, the study of these equations opens up new frontiers in

applied dynamical research. By unraveling the complexities of PDEs, scientists

and mathematicians continue to advance our knowledge and contribute to various

fields, leading to practical applications and further advancements in multiple

domains.
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This book contains two review articles on the dynamics of partial differential

equations that deal with closely related topics but can be read independently.

Wayne reviews recent results on the global dynamics of the two-dimensional

Navier-Stokes equations. This system exhibits stable vortex solutions: the topic of

Wayne's contribution is how solutions that start from arbitrary initial conditions

evolve towards stable vortices. Weinstein considers the dynamics of localized

states in nonlinear Schrodinger and Gross-Pitaevskii equations that describe

many optical and quantum systems. In this contribution, Weinstein reviews recent

bifurcations results of solitary waves, their linear and nonlinear stability properties

and results about radiation damping where waves lose energy through radiation.

The articles, written independently, are combined into one volume to showcase

the tools of dynamical systems theory at work in explaining qualitative

phenomena associated with two classes of partial differential equations with very

different physical origins and mathematical properties.
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